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A comprehensive menu of Vegan Cave Cafe Tanoor Pizza from Vancouver covering all 18 meals and drinks can
be found here on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What Zachary M likes about Vegan Cave Cafe Tanoor Pizza:
Very friendly staff and amazing food! My wife and I came in and ordered 1 pizza to share and it tasted so good

that immediately after we ordered another one. Great atmosphere and feeling here, can't wait to come to
Vancouver again to eat here! read more. What Sarah Frauchiger doesn't like about Vegan Cave Cafe Tanoor

Pizza:
Would not advise going here if you are vegan. They mistakenly provided non vegan items with our food including
meat and cheese. If you have any sort of dairy allergy beware because you could accidentally get cow cheese.
Their restaurant is also directly across the street from a seemingly dangerous area where people were doing

drugs on the sidewalk. Would definitely not go out of my way to go here for vegan items as c... read more. The
fresh and tasty juices listed on the drinks menu optimally complement the meals of the establishment, The meat

is freshly grilled here on an open flame. Of course, there's also delicious pizza, baked fresh according to
traditional recipes, The customers of the restaurant also consider the large selection of various coffee and tea

specialities that the restaurant offers.
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Appet�er�
CREMA DI POMODORO

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

So� drink�
JUICE

Tapa�
EGGPLANT

Coffe�
COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

VEGETARIAN

GLUTEN FREE

BBQ

Ingredient� Use�
BROCCOLI

PESTO

MEAT

TOMATE

VEGETABLES

RICE
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